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Open day 27th July 2008
Nienstaedt, Germany
“The EliTE Vacuum pipe lifter performed as expected, non stop and impressively”.

The “Open day” took place at the Industrial area in Nienstaedt Germany on the 27th July 2008. Fun and
presentation of know-how were the main themes of the day which magnetised the general public and
partners from around the region. The Schoenbeck Company had previously sent out worldwide invitations
per email and website. New and old faces who had managed to fit the day into their calendars were warmly
welcomed by the Schoenbeck team. Cold beverages and food, fun and games for the little ones, even the
local orchestra turned up and demonstrated their musical talent.
Current and potential customers were not disappointed.
Those who had travelled solely to view the EliTE Vacuum pipe lifter in action were not disappointed at all.
The EliTE Vacuum pipe lifter performed almost the complete day with some extremely dynamic pipe lifting
manoeuvres. Not only demonstrating how safe the EliTE is, but how fast and efficient it can make pipe
deployment. Everything was offered from rapid “centre pipe lifting” to “end of pipe lifting” and much more.
Precise, safe and rapid suction cycles at the snap of a finger allowed pipe to fly safely from A to B.
Although the EliTE vacuum pipe lifter did actually steal the show, it was obvious that large banners showing
further product photos, illustrations and accomplished projects gathered great interest. The expertise that
the Schoenbeck Company has to offer in the Ceramic clay pipe industry was displayed proudly.
Warm thanks go to all of the Schoenbeck team, suppliers and partners who participated and assisted.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A very special thank you goes to Bernd Gerlach and the Zeppelin CAT team from Hannover who
sponsored the CAT 325C for the complete weekend.

